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market basket analysis 200
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materialized view 17, 734
m-commerce 175
MDD (multidimensional discrete data) 523
MDS 592
mediation 58, 290
message
  standard 58
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messenger RNA 33
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  device 168
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model 265
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  -driven transformation 713
modeller 280
modellens 280
modellum 280
models and schemas 65
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movement in transportation networks 656
moving object
  database 706
  or moving point 656
moving objects database 28
multidatabases 700
multilayered software framework 739
multilevel
  secure database management systems 307
  security (MLS) 389
multimedia
  data 371
  database 228, 394
  object properties 622
  normal forms 412
multiple
  inheritance 491
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multi-threaded system 249
multiversion concurrency control 249
mutation transformation 713
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natural language
  search 407
  understanding 407
nearest neighbor query 371
necessary test 73
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NKRL 448
nominalism 437
n-safe designs 561
O
object 104, 492
  identifier 535
    -oriented database 104
    -relational
      data model 425
      modeling 425
objects with indeterminate boundaries 97
ODMG 682
OID 420
OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) 126, 133, 245, 312, 328
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online media 574
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ontology 22, 77, 86, 280, 290, 437, 456, 600
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open
  knowledge base connectivity (OKBC) protocol 448, 449
  source
    databases 462
    software 468
    initiative (OSI) 249
optimistic two-phase locking (O2PL) 228
opt-in & opt-out 175
orchestration 58
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overfitting 318
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OWL 77, 509, 727
P
  panopticon 175
  paraconsistent logics 340
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  path-oriented query 479
  pattern processing and transformation tools 743
  PC++ 420
  peer-to-peer (P2P) networks 499
  percolation theory 499
  personalization 152
  personalized
    database system 152
    information access approaches 152
  pervasive computing (or ubiquitous computing) 228
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  photogrammetry 270
  PHP Project 468
  phrasing 407
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  pictorial query language 676
  point uncertainty 617
  point-based model of time 382
  policy 586
  POP, POP3 215
pop-ups 175
portal 297
possibility distribution 257
PostgreSQL Project 468
pragmatics 280, 407
precision and recall 694
pre-computation 139
predicate
  tree (P-tree) 739
  -driven transformation 713
preferred repair
presentation 183
  environment 743
probabilistic
  query 617
  threshold query 617
  uncertainty 617
process
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  level model 606
  management 232
program-level analysis 334
protein structure prediction 34
P-Tree algebra 739
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  -based information access approaches 152
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  raster
    data 523
    database (management) system 523
  RDBMS 630, 682
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RDF (resource description framework) 727
  graph 509
  model theory 510
  schema 510
  schema (RDFS) 727
RDF(s) 77
REA enterprise ontology 606
read performance 561
reasoning 22
recognition technologies 297
reconciliation procedure 157
recovery 344
reduct 580
REF 425
referenceable table
referential integrity 206, 210
regression model 318
Reiter's formalization of database theory 340
relation 535
relational
  algebra 630
  calculus 630
  completeness 630
  data model 630
  database(s) 104, 664
reliable broadcast 157
replication 169
  method 561
repository 65, 190
representation 183
representational dimension 371
resource description framework (RDF) 510
revolution ellipsoid 270
RFCs 215
RFID 175
rhetoric
  source–source text–source materials 574
risk assessment 285
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ROLAP (Relational OLAP) 126, 133, 139
roll up 139, 376
rough set 580
RPC 109
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rule
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  definition language (RDL) 4
  execution model 10
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S
  scenario 190
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  evolution 115
  integration 115
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  versioning 115
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secure sockets layer (SSL) 169
security through obscurity (obfuscation) 586
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  heterogeneity 456
  information architecture 600
  integrity constraints 183
  metadata 77
  search 694
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    architecture 727
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semantics 407
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semistructured data 612
sensor
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  query processing 719
  uncertainty 618
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